Recurrent mutations in the factor IX gene: founder effect or repeat de novo events. Investigation of the German haemophilia B population and review of de novo mutations.
The investigation of 114 unrelated patients, representing about half the sample of the German haemophilia B population, enabled us to delineate the causative mutation in 103 (90.4%) haemophilic factor IX genes. Of these 103 cases 84 (81.6%) turned out to be unique molecular events, the remainder being repeats. Haplotype analysis revealed that the great majority, if not all, of these recurrent observations occurred independently. This conclusion is supported by our finding that three de novo mutations could be demonstrated at two sites of frequent mutation. A further 20 de novo events could be established in an unselected sample of 37 families with sporadic haemophilia B and 37 families with a history of the disease. Altogether, the germ line of origin could be determined in 21 of these 23 cases, thereby indicating a ratio of male to female mutation rates close to 2. On the basis of the data available, it is becoming clear that rearrangements in the factor IX gene (35.4% of de novo cases) are responsible for haemophilia B at a higher frequency than has been observed today (12.3%). More than two-thirds of the de novo cases cause the severe form of the disease, thereby reflecting the deficit of these haemophilic genes in the actual gene pool because of excess mortality in the past. In addition 40% (12/30) of the de novo single-base mutations were transitions at CpG dinucleotides. Compared with the expected at-random frequency, this observation indicates an 83-fold enhancement of mutation at CpG.